we shall show that the former condition cannot be replaced by the weaker condition cap aens 1fr, å)>0. Problems of this kind are related to the results of [13] , and the main result of Section4, Theorem4.l2, gives us a new proof for a quasiconformal version of J. L. Doob's theorem [, Theorem4 ] (cf. also [13, Section5] ).
The results of this paper were announced in [4] , where also an application of (1.1) to quasiregular mappings was given.
Preliminary results
2.1. Notation. Throughout the paper we assume that n is a fixed integer and n>2. We denote the z-dimensional euclidean space by R' and its one-point compactification by .R':R'u {-}. All topological operations are performed with respect to R' unless otherwise mentioned. Balls and spheres centered at x€Rn and with radius r=0 are denoted, respectively, by B"(x,r): lz(N: lz-xl = r\, Sn-t(r, r): {z€N: lz-xl: y}. We employ the abbreviations .Bn (r) Given sets E, F, and G in R', we let /(E, F; G) denote the family of all paths 7 joining E and F in G in the following sense: ll(0)€,E, )l(l)€r' and lylcG. For rhe definition and basic properties of the (n-)modulus M(f) of a path family f we refer the reader to Väisiilä's book [0, Chapter l]. Given a set -EcR', r>0, and x(lR", we introduce the abbreviation (2.3) M(8, r, x) -pt(Å(,s,-t (r, 2r), B" (*, r) n E; Ä,)).
Let UCN and O<a=.b and let.l' be a path family such that fioS"-t(u,a)+ A*FIa Sn-'(u,å) for every y€I. Then the upper bound Q. 4) holds [10, 6.4, 7.51 If Ec (8, x1:g for compact ,E. The definition in [7] was based on the use of condensers and their r-capacities. It follows from Ziemer [5] that the definition of Martio and Sarvas is, for compact E,' equivalent to (2.5) .
The most important lower bounds for the moduli of path families are given by the following lemma. This result is often called the (spherical) cap-inequality and was proved by Gehring (cf. [0, Chapter 10]).
2.7. Lemma. Let E and F be disioint non'empty subsets of the sphere ,S:,S'-l(x, r) and let Ms be the n-modulus on S. Then Ms(/(E, F; s)) > c,lr, where cnis a positive constant, as inll0, (10. ll», depending only on n.
Throughout the entire paper we let c, denote this constant. The cap-inequality yields the following standard lower bounds for the quantities M(E, r,0), which will be frequently used in the sequel.
The euclidean diameter of AcN is denoted by d(A).
2.8. Lemma. Let E be a set in R" and let r>0. Suppose that there is a connected set E,cB'(r) n E. Then (l) If E, A S,-L () *A (2) M(E,r,0) = c, log W and E, n Srtt -t(r) *A fo, sonle s€(0, r), then Proof. The lemma was proved in [3] . For completeness we will prove (2) .
To prove the second inequality fix u(E,n S'-r(s) and u(E,n S"-1(r) and choose a line L through u and o. Let w(L n S'-1(2r) be such that lu -wl< lu-wl. Let This implies for i:1,2 that M(F,,s,0) = a,-t=-3,+.
Hence by the comparison principle of Lemma2.9, M(f ,r) = 3*nmin {*rrr,),
Since ,{.cR(s,sl/l),i:1,2, we get by Q.4) and the choice of ,i, ru(t(rr, F,; R({Is,V,t))) = M(/(n, F, N))-kon-r(los {l'-" _5t_2t_t : 6 6 -2'
which together with the estimate M(/(q, Er; R()"s,Vl))) = a(t(rr, Fr; R(11s, sll))) yields the desired lower bound.
We now prove the estimate (1.1) in the introduction. Lemma 2.9 to the sets .8, n,E, B" n F,, and S'-1(2) we get
In combination with the lower bound of Lemma 2.8 Q) this estimate yields M(fi) > 3-n min {ä, c,log (2-r)1.
M(/(8, F,; Å,\8"(r))) > ct"g+ is the positive constant given by Theorem3.2 for är:ä Then M(r) = M(Å(E, F,; Ä'\B'(t))) I-ower bounds for the moduli of path families with applications to quasiconformal mappings 285 Let a:(3"1o9)'27-r min {ä, c,log(2-),-2)}. Since For b€08" and E€(0, nl2) welet K(b,q) denote the cone{z(R": (blb-z)= lb-zl cos q). Let f: Bz-G' be a conformal mapping which does not possess a radial limit at eL:(|,0)e0n,. Wemayassumethat0, aQC*u(f, e.), where ull andC*u(f,er)
is the cluster set of/ on the radius (0, er). Choose sequences (a) and (åe) in (0, er) with ak*€t and b*t€r such that f(o)*Q and f(bo)*q as k**. Write E:vD(ar,,l) and F:vD(b*,l). From Lemma4.4 it follows that /(x)*Q 6 x*el through the set E andf(x)*d, äs x+€r through F. Lemma for e €(0, ro). By (2.4) we get MUf ,) = @n-t for e((0,r). This together with the preceding lower bound tor M(f ) and (4.1) shows that ä"*0 as e-0. Hence there exists r1€(0, ro) such that M(f )>J-n-25" for e((0, rr). This lower bound, together with the above upper bound for M(ft") and (4.1), yields for e((0, rr) (,"r?)'-' (4.13) 0 < (3,,*'K(f)o)n-r)-t = (1og rf"-1og t §')L-', where B,:fll(tr-1). Since a is a capacity cluster value of order greater than ll@-l), condition (4.11) is satisfled with d:ll@-l) and thus (4.13) yields a contradiction when e tends to zero.
If we examine the proof of Theorem 4.12 we see that the following result holds.
4.14. Corollary. Let f: B"-G' be a quasiconformal mapping, let b(.08", and let E,:f-rB"(e), ä":capdens(,E", b). If limsup,*sä"(log(l/e))'-r-*, then f has angular limit 0 at b. 4 .15. Remarks. (1) The assumption of Theorem 4.12 implies that lim ä,(log (l/e))'-t : -.
Hence the assumption of Corollary 4.14 is slightly more general.
(2) For further results connected with Corollary 4.9 and Theorem 4.12 we refer the reader to [13] . 
